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SMALL STEPS  

BIG CHANGES 
Summer 2016 has been stellar indeed at the Laramie Peak Humane Society. Along with 
unusually pleasant weather, an atmosphere for growth and development was ushered in this 
year. We’ve had the great pleasure of working closely with the community of Converse County 
and we’ve forged some wonderful new relationships. Not only has LPHS enjoyed soaking up the 
sun at community events like First Thursday, and our first annual Dachshund Dash, we’ve  also 
implemented a number of exciting programs. Under the guidance of our new director 

Cathy Feezer-Jones we’ve started running, reading (Harry 
Pawter Reading Group), and training programs. Using Open 
PAWS and Play for Life programs as maps for success, our 
friendly staff at LPHS train and encourage our cats and dogs 

to grow in incredible ways . We have seen wonderful 
progress in training our dogs and we’ve even started 

leash training the cats! Between the passionate staff, dedicated board of 
directors, and our amazing volunteers, we are excited for the future of the 
animals in our care as well as the future of the Humane Society itself. To keep 

up on the progress of our animals, or to see what’s coming up next, follow us 
on Facebook, Instagram, and our website. We update frequently to keep the 
Jackalope City and our surrounding friends informed!

VENTILATION 
A generous donation 
allowed us to remove 
decades worth of mice 
waste and damaged 
insulation. We were able 
to pest proof the facility 
and replace the  entire 
ventilation system. Aside 
from the obvious health 

benefits, you can really 
smell the difference! 

PLUMBING & 
ELECTRICITY 
With the help of local 
contractors, we repaired 
and replaced pipes, sinks, 
drains, outlets and the 
refrigerator. Through 

donation we’ve added a 
new washing machine and 
swamp cooler. Now hot 
things stay hot… and cold 
things stay cold! 

FACELIFT 
Alongside dozens of 
volunteers we’ve done a 
whole lot of cleaning! 

Between trash detail, 
weeding, indoor and 
outdoor painting, fence 
and kennel repair, 
donated gravel, a new 
reception desk, computer, 
monitor, phone, Shelter 
Manager software, and a 
new Facebook page and 
Website…                               

You won't recognize the 
place!  You’ll have to see 
it to believe the 
difference! 
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Did you know? to date, we’ve had 408 pets under 
our care, of those, 151 were successfully reunited 
with their family! 

…and what about this? to date, we’ve adopted out 
138 cats and 53 dogs.  

…oh and don’t forget! we’ve transferred 6 cats and 
4 dogs to other rescues for specialized care and 
rehabilitation.

AFTER



ExecutiveDirector  

Cathy Feezer-Jones 
Cathy Feezer-Jones has been the Director at Laramie Peak Humane Society for a little over a year.  
She has 20 years’ experience in non-profit work. She earned a BA from Chadron State College in 
Interdisciplinary/Psychology. Cathy is married to Bruce and together they have 6 children and 4 of 
the smartest, cutest grandkids on the planet. Cathy was formerly the Director of CCCAV, a Case 
Manager at the local county hospital and a foster parent. She sits on the Board for Solutions For Life 
and is the Vice-President of the State Mental Health Agencies. Cathy was raised at the base of 
Laramie Peak on a small farm and was active in 4-H and FFA. Cathy is excited to be working with 
four legged critters again and feels she has returned to her true passion of caring for animals.  

There’s a whole lot of new happening!
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TEAMWORK • PASSION • DEDICATION • HONESTY

JOIN THE TEAM 
Here at the Laramie Peak Humane 
Society we always have something 
exciting going on.  There are so many 
opportunities to volunteer and we're 
always looking for caring people to join 
in on the fun. With a variety of day to 
day activities, events and annual 
projects you’re sure to find a great fit! 
Want to join in? Check out these 
options: 

Volunteer 

Join a Committee 

Foster 

GIVE BACK 
We’ve had a successful year thanks to 
our board, staff, volunteers and  most 
importantly, our supporters. Without 
the continued generosity of the public 
we’d be lost. Through fundraising 
e v e n t s , m o n t h l y d o n a t i o n s , 
sponsorships, and supply and service 
donations, we are able to make a huge 
impact on our community. Here are a 
few ways folks choose to give back: 

Donate 

Monthly Sponsorship 

Shop Amazon Smile 

Thank you!  

HANG OUT 
Come hang out with the team at any one 
(or all!) of our community events. We 
love meeting new faces and hearing 
rescue and adoption stories. We’re 
always thinking up great ways to be a 
part of the community. Here are a few 
events happening this year: 

Putt for Paws 

Dachshund Dash 

Furry Scurry 5K 

Paws & Pearls 

Adoption Days

LaramiePeakHumaneSociety.org

http://www.laramiepeakhumanesociety.org/home
http://www.laramiepeakhumanesociety.org/home


City Impound  
The Laramie Peak Humane Society is partnered with the City of Douglas to provide a safe, 
temporary place for Impounded & Found animals while their owners relocate or reclaim 
them. Unfortunately, hundreds of animals brought to shelters are never identified. Please 
do your part as a responsible pet owner and properly identify your pet. City registration 
tags can be picked up at City Hall or here at LPHS. 

Community Microchipping 
The Laramie Peak Humane Society is dedicated to the safety of the pets in our community. 
LPHS offers affordable microchipping to the public. Here at LPHS, we highly recommend 
microchipping your pet in addition to the use of a proper ID tag. Microchips are more 
reliable than collars, and if your pet finds itself far away from home, you'll find comfort in 
knowing that nearly every community is equipped with a microchip scanner. Check out 
the story of Pickles on the back page! Give your pet the best chance to be reunited, call or 
stop in today.   

Trap Neuter Return (TNR) 
The Laramie Peak Humane Society is committed to the welfare of all animals in our 
community, even those without a home. LPHS continues to lower the number of homeless 
and unaltered outdoor cats in our community through our Trap Neuter and Return 
program also known as the “Community Cat Program.” 

LPHS humanely traps, alters, vaccinates, and returns feral cats to their original location. 
By assuring the health and return of these colonized and altered cats, we create a 
population of Community Cats that act as a natural pest control while preventing the 
dreaded vacuum effect. 

VACUUM EFFECT - Well-documented among biologists, the vacuum effect 
describes what happens when even a portion of an animal population is 
permanently removed from its home range. Sooner or later, the empty habitat 
attracts other members of the species from neighboring areas, who move in to 
take advantage of the same resources that attracted the first group (like 
shelter and food). Killing or removing the original population does nothing to 
eliminate these resources; it only creates a “vacuum” that will inevitably draw 
in other animals living nearby - alleycat.org 

DID YOU KNOW that TNR:  

• relieves cats of the constant stresses of mating and pregnancy 

• eliminates mating behaviors like yowling, spraying & fighting 

• improves cats’ physical health 

• vaccinates against rabies 

HOW TO HELP - Do you have a frequent house guest or a colony of cats living 
nearby? Call us at the Laramie Peak Humane Society (307) 358-6475 to 
schedule a humane TNR. With the cats safety in mind, TNR’s are scheduled 
with local veterinarians  and take place during mild weather only.  

LARAMIE PEAK HUMANE SOCIETY COMMUNITY SERVICES
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HOME AGAIN  

THE 
STORY OF 
PICKLES 
Pickles and her family were enjoying a family road trip from Texas 
to Montana this summer when CATastrophy struck. We all know a 
good vacation is only as fun as the detours we take along the way, but 
some things are better left off the agenda! When Pickles and her 
family took a scenic drive through Casper, Pickles snuck out and went 
looking for an adventure of her own. An adventure is exactly what she 
found! Pickles was picked up in Glenrock where she was then 
transferred to the Laramie Peak Humane Society here in Douglas. Lucky 
for Pickles, before leaving on vacation, her family had taken the time to 
microchip AND register her through her microchip provider. After 
hanging out with us for a few days, we were able to locate Pickles’ family in 
Montana where they were desperately missing her. We are proud of the 
networking we do, and we’re so happy for Pickles and her reunited family. 
Please consider microchipping and registering your pets today. These are 
the kinds of happy endings we like to share! 

stay connected

612 N. 2nd Street 
Douglas, WY 82633 

(307) 358-6475 

 laramiepeakhumanesociety@gmail.com 

www.LaramiePeakHumaneSociety.org

Laramie Peak Humane Society 


